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Abstract 

Electric vehicles (EV’s) are assessed as convenient ways of energy and added to any deployment, it 

also includes power grid at various geophysical areas, which forms a high powered diversified system. 

Grid to Vehicle (G2V) and Vehicle to Grid (V2G) links are very crucial parts for coming grid system 

as it can optimize and increase the yield or performance for this system. The major part in increasing 

the execution of this potential system is done by the command scheme for combination of EV’s. This 

paper will focus on studying various types of control or command strategies for combination of EV’s 

through power grid. The same controller command strategies that we use for G2V and V2G connections 

have multi-agent control, frequency control, aggregated control, virtual synchronous machine-based 

control, etc. which are discussed in detailed attributes. Further in this paper it is highlighted the 

distribution and wide-area levels that discusses momentary stability of power system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Electric vehicles  are known to be different for standard Internal Combustion Engines (ICEs), they are 

nature friendly as they helps to reduce carbon foot print in great amounts.“In today’s world about 20% 

of global energy is consumed by transportation department. Also, EV’s are more than 60% efficient 

compared to 17%-21% efficiency of ICEs [1]”. Thus, EV’s are now the new buzzword that people 

have shown immense interest in. EV’s are found to be wearable sources of power and at different 

locations it can be added with power grid.“A grid-integrated EV (GIEV) is outlined as a vehicle which 

powered by electric motor either completely or partially, and there by powered by an onboard traction 

battery that can be chargedusing a grid-connected battery charger. GIEV includes both G2V as well 

as V2G connections. Depending on their powerFlow characteristics EV chargers may be 

unidirectional, only allowing G2V operation; or duplex, allowing G2V and V2G operation [2], [3]”. 

“PHEV’s has few advantages over HEV’s and ICV’s as they can perform discharging operation in 

case of V2G devices and charging operation in case of G2V devices. As they play important roles in 

case of Smart metering, communication, and control systems which straight away articulates between 

V2G and G2V modes of operation as shown in Figure. 1 [4], [5]. Such G2VAnd V2G connections 

areconstituted using inductiveCharging systems [6]–[9]”.  
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Figure. 1. Smart grid integration with EV’s. 

 

There should be a constant balance or equilibrium between both supplyand demand whileregulating 

the grid which can be challenging. When the balance in not maintained successfully severe damage 

can occur. As majority areas of grid can cause shortages in the respective storagesso that the 

fluctuations can be smooth for both demand and supply.  

 

2. MULTI-AGENT CONTROL (MAC) STRATEGIES 

 

“MAC strategy is used for charging operation of EV’s in LV distribution networks as explained in[11], 

[12]”. It consists of intellectual agents and each of then havegoals that allows achieving 

auniversalaimwhen principal control is not present. “The mainbenefit of MAC includes autonomy, 

reduced maintenance, Extensibility, and fault tolerant[13]”. “MAC strategies have few advantages like 

flexibility which helps in carrying out distributed generator (DG) and EV penetration levels. One of 

the otheradvantage of MAC strategies is scalability which includes service restoration for different 

size testing systems, both minimum and maximum; and sturdiness which shows a possibility in 

carrying out proficiently for a single and multiple-liable situations also [14]”. “The decentralized 

MAC-based methods which use three layer architectures is represented in Figure. 2 [15], [16]”. 

 
Figure. 2. Multi-agent control model. 
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“It was verified that MAC techniques outstrip the centralized one according to computational time and 

scalability. This MAC makes use of a three-layer architecture which is sameAs[12], [17]”. MAC has 

also have been using as self-healing system in which the system can detect by itself, functionality 

recovery when it is up fronted with a casualty where there can be many events or can be a single event 

as well. “In power system context, the definition includes steps such as identifying the problems 

quickly, to promote any actions in order to reduce any severe effects due to casualties, and recovery 

of prompt conditions of this process to an operating state stabilization [18], [19]”.There are two types 

of stages-reactive emergency and restoration case. MAC are speciallydesigned for raising systems to 

conclude tough issues which are impossible to solve by any other agent on its own. 

3. AGGREGATED CONTROL STRATEGIES 

 

It presents a capacity technique of collector and a few Electric vehicles. “According to [20], 

sustainable operation via Driving statistics simulation of the electric vehicles is verified.The booked 

charging is independently fulfilled in this sort of control system, the incorporated V2G and G2V 

achieves the global force and energy the board dispatched to the several electric vehicles.Legitimate 

or control association is basic for contacting with an aggregator. The aggregator is anyway responsible 

for the solicitation to the optional control market for giving even control power and permitting contact 

with the TSO on the one section and with the Electric vehicles with that of another part and by 

accepting both ages of sustainable power and collected electrical loads in the event of dissemination 

feeders, further examination is being Employed dependent on it”.  

 
 

Figure. 3. Aggregated integration model. 

 

“For example, only an amount of 38.2% of the net capacityOf the battery from the fleet of an 

aggregated PHEV relating to numerous cars can be obtainable for the provision of fixed control of 

positive or negative reserve power at each and every time in that specified time period [21]”. The 

supervisor straightaway utilizes the normal LFC with the assistance of Power holds from collected 

sort alongside incomparably sending them from respective arrangement limit as given frameworks 

prerequisites. A massed control save force can be incomparably sent, from the picked, a bunch of 

control that are usable hold limit according to the matrices prerequisites, Along with the decrease in 

the usage charges for that of actuators and individual specialized limitations, for example, expanding 

and time shifting attainable quality of actuators. In comprising situations of consolidated battery limit 

From that of armadas of PHEV as added control save limit at evacuation, this enthusiastically quick 
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reacting battery limit can likewise be utilized for changing recurrence clashes and in cases like that 

PHEV’s are considered for the arrangement of such extra control hold power. 

 

4. LOAD-FREQUENCY CONTROL (LFC) OF EV CONNECTIONS 

 

The portrayal of burden recurrence ideas is presented and drawing nearer towards regular highlights 

of recurrence control administrations, adjusting the given recurrence at its objective worth needs the 

dynamic capacity to be made and spent which is adjusted to keep up the heap and the age side to be 

steady.A particular measure of dynamic force which is additionally related to recurrence control hold 

is kept open to make this control. It presents with three such control structures are presented for 

recurrence saves which are delegated primary, optional and tertiary. “Generally, the TSO offers these 

three types of such control in stated quantities for each their corresponding control area, both in terms 

of positive,Where there is an increase in the generation side and there is a corresponding decrease in 

load and negative, where there is a decrease in generation side and the corresponding increase in load 

increase. The quantity relies on the dimension and Generation set of the control area [23]”.The heap 

recurrence control by V2G can be achieved by enough control of charging and releasing plans of the 

electric vehicles according to Load Frequency Control(LFC) signal. Focal burden with drawing focus 

the LFC sign and viewed as communicated to the EV’s through the privately controlled Centers. The 

recurrence investigation design as shown in Figure. 3. The recreation at that time should be possible 

by various 1hour to 24hours models. The plan contains a warm force model, generator Design, wind 

power plan, photovoltaic age plan, EDC (Economic Dispatch Control) conspire configuration, load 

plan, EV plan and LFC plot configuration as appeared in Figure. 4. LFC model produces the LFC 

signal. 

 
Figure. 4. LFC integration model. 

 

5. VSM-BASED CONTROL 

 

In VSM sort of control or command Strategy, the idleness and it’s connected  result of simultaneous 

machine which are well coordinated by commanding the force converter. Consequently, the relating 

guideline of recurrence and turning store can be productively managed by VSM-based charger if there 

should arise an occurrence of EV in force frameworks [26]–[31]. Such control Strategy can basically 

guarantee inactivity impersonation, recurrence control and furthermore voltage control, nearby 

responsive force. “Albeit the VSM type of control strategy were initially planned for applications like 

in renewable as well as distributed type of Generation systems, facility of auxiliary related services 

from the EV chargers which are VSM controlled has been explainedIn [32]–[34]”, prior proposed 
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procedures for if there should be an occurrence of VSM Related control have focused on force 

converters which that are counted as three-stages. For a situation of the control arrangement of VSM 

if there should be an occurrence of a solitary Phase, a layout for the used control technique in the event 

of a solitary stage VSMs as exhibited in Figure. 5. 

 
 

Figure. 5. VSM based control method. 

6. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, different controlling strategies V2G and G2V are discussed in great details. Control 

Strategy such as VSM is unstable though it can be stabilized by investigating and editing their 

framework vulnerability of their respective pole locations, when comes to space model it sustains 

nonlinearity and is not very simple tricks n many cases. Multi-agent system also shows unstable 

functionalities but it can be equilibrated with the help of energy capacitor system. In Load Frequency 

Control the unbalanced state can easily be taken out with the help of PID controller to maintain the 

load issues and redeem stability as fast as possible. Aggregated control doesn’t have continuous speed 

but it can be commanded by model predictive control technique. Also to enhance the balance of grid 

VSM can be used in tune with power System stability but it also then needs a controller design that is 

complex. 
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